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DOMETIC FRESHJET
FJX7 3500 AIR

CONDITIONER 3500W 
        

   

Product price:  

2.357,00 € tax excluded  
  

Product description:  

DOMETIC FRESHJET FJX7 3500 AIR CONDITIONER 3500W 

The DOMETIC FRESHJET FJX7 3500 AIR CONDITIONER 3500W is one of the most advanced
rooftop air conditioners on the market, designed to provide you with unparalleled comfort while
travelling in your motorhome, caravan or caravan.

DOMETIC FRESHJET FJX7 Fast and powerful cooling and heating:

With a cooling capacity of 3500 W and a heating capacity of 3500 W, the DOMETIC FRESHJET
FJX7 3500 AIR CONDITIONER 3500W cools or heats your vehicle quickly and quietly, ensuring
the desired temperature at all times.

DOMETIC FRESHJET FJX7 3500 CONDITIONER State-of-the-art technology for an
unprecedented comfort experience:

The speed-controlled inverter compressor offers superior energy efficiency, quiet operation and
precise temperature control.

The energy-saving mode reduces energy consumption, while the soft start function avoids current
peaks at start-up.

The elegant and aerodynamic design of the roof unit with its unique LED light curve makes the
DOMETIC FRESHJET FJX7 3500 AIR CONDITIONER 3500W a stylish addition to your vehicle.

DOMETIC FRESHJET FJX7 CONDITIONER Fresh, clean air for a healthy environment:

The integrated CleanAir technology reduces bacteria, odours and viruses, purifying the air and
creating a healthy and comfortable environment.
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The standard dust filter can be easily removed and washed for simple maintenance.

DOMETIC FRESHJET FJX7 Intuitive and flexible control:

The touch control panel (sold separately) allows you to easily adjust the temperature, fan speed
and other air conditioner functions.

The Dometic Climate app (available for Android and iOS) allows you to control the air
conditioner remotely via your smartphone.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS DOMETIC FRESHJET FJX7 3500:

Cooling capacity: 3500 W
Heating capacity: 3000 W
Input voltage: 220 - 240V
Input frequency: 50/60 Hz
Cooling at rated current: Operating temperature range: - 2 °C ... 52 °C
Refrigerant: R32
Refrigerant quantity: 650 g
CO2 equivalent: 0.44 t
Protection class (rooftop unit) IPX4
Noise level: Length: 1090 mm
Width: 700 mm
Height: 265 mm
Weight: 40 kg

Looking for a conditioner for vehicles with different technical characteristics? HERE you can find
the full range of DOMETIC air conditioners or of other specialized brands.

Images and technical data are not binding.

  

Product features:  

Frequency (Hz): 50
Voltage (V): 220 - 240
Protection degree: IPX4
Refrigerating yield: 3500 W
Heating power: 3000 W
Length (mm): 1090
Width (mm): 700
Height (mm): 285
Colour: White / Black
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Coolant: R32
Weight (Kg): 40
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